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are imbued with pity, no less than horror As the scene
proceeds, the horror will grow more and more terrible
Shakespeare will see to that, but for the other and no
less essential emotion of pity—his lines can only be stage
directions And what superb stage directions they aref
"What's done cannot be undone " "All the perfumes of
Arabia will not sweeten this little hand " These are the
cues which Shakespeare gives so subtly to teach the
actor that, unless pity sheds a celestial radiance on it,
the gloom of tragedy is too terrible to be endured
And so, illuminated by Laurence Housman, I can turn
to "The Witch" and realise that, in spite of the intensity
of horror which it has, the play falls far short of the great
examples of tragic drama Yet it is, I think, a play always
worth putting on the stage, for it recalls, as perhaps no
other can do, the tragic passions which long ruled the
world This generation turns away from the tragic
drama, the war took its place, but tragedy must come to
its own again if the theatre is to survive Comedy is
pitiless tragedy is pitiful
A country which knows no tragedy may be distin-
guished for its tolerance, but never for its compassion
Herein "The Witch" fell short of great tragedy It
terrified but it did not purify the mind by compassion
Shaw said that my acting was "grizzly—a piece of un-
mitigated horror" John Masefield, whilst admitting
that I was "very fine" added "when you cackle you
gave me a sensation I never had before You don't know
how uncanny you were " Ah, but I did
III    1911
"The Witch" had made me ambitious I wanted
to have a larger share in chosing and producing plays
than I had had hitherto
The Court Theatre had given me wonderful oppor-
tunities of acting in the new drama, but it had not
showered riches upon me In the Wilson Barrett days, my

